Transformer is intentionally developed to make transformation of code to be more readable, simple towards reducing computation time at the compilation level. The RL-Transformer (Reduce Code Line of Transformer) mostly focuses to novice programmers in which write the program for merely obtaining the output without taking into account the good structure of program. Thus, The RL-Transformer is able to transform a Java code by reducing the lines of code, and the result is significantly contribute to ease of read the program codes and time performance. This project scope is to simplify the code statements that involvement of the primitive data types, string and while statement with abide by the Java language conditions. The RL-Transformer has been tested and successfully achieved the objectives. In this paper, we presenting the analysis on java programming language and testing by using RL-Transformer. We used 20 program samples and a complete code, and then we report the empirical finding by showing the robustness of the transformer and efficiency of time usage at compile part respectively. However, there are several improvement that can be done since it is the first version of development, so that some refinements and enhancements need to be considered as a future work.
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